
1963: Photography 
 
Polaroid Color Film. 

The biggest photography news of the year for the camera amateur came in February with the 

placing on the market of the long-awaited instant-color Polacolor film for the Polaroid Land 

camera. It made its appearance in February, first in Florida because the film could not be 

exposed in temperatures below 60 degrees Fahrenheit. Initial supplies to meet the immediate 

demand for the new film were inadequate but by the spring and summer, when the film was 

made available elsewhere in the country, the manufacture of Polacolor had been sufficiently 

accelerated to satisfy the increasing popularity of the film in spite of its relatively high price 

and a marked tendency toward orange in the red tones. 

The price was slightly under five dollars for a six-exposure roll; the exposure index was ASA 

75. A color print was produced only 50 seconds after exposure. It was not necessary to coat 

the print, as for black-and-white Polaroid, and it dried in a few minutes. 

New Cameras and Accessories. 

Later in the year Polaroid again made camera headlines with a dramatic demonstration of its 

remarkable new Polaroid Automatic 100 Land Camera. Illuminated by a single candle flame, a 

model posed in otherwise total darkness. The camera, on a tripod, emitted two click sounds, 

one at the press of the shutter release, the second shortly after. When the room lights were 

turned on, the photographer pulled a print from the back of the camera and held it up for the 

audience to see. It was in color and it was properly exposed. The interval between the two 

clicks of the camera was a time exposure automatically calculated by the electronic 

mechanism in the new camera. Instead of the regular six-exposure Land roll film, it was 

loaded with a new eight-exposure film pack, black-and-white or color. After making an 

exposure, the photographer pulled a tab to start the development process. The film pack was 

loaded into the camera simply by dropping its plastic container into the camera back. 

The new camera was fully automatic, measuring light electronically to adjust exposure to the 

prevailing light condition for split-second timing, time exposure, or flash. The camera weighed 

two and a half pounds, compared with the four-and five-pound weights of the roll film models, 

which, according to Polaroid, will no longer be made. 

The camera was worked by an electronic shutter powered by a 4.5-volt battery. When the 

shutter was released, the first of two shutter blades uncovered the film while the second blade 

was held temporarily by an electromagnet. The electronic measurement of the light started 

immediately, and when sufficient light for a correct exposure had been absorbed by the film, 



the electronic current reached the magnet. This released the second shutter blade, which then 

closed behind the lens to complete the exposure. 

Eastman Kodak Company observed its 75th anniversary by introducing a new concept of 

camera-operating simplicity in the Instamatic automatic camera and a new kind of film 

cartridge, the Kodapak. The latter was a light-tight double-spool device that was simply 

dropped into the camera to load it. When the camera was closed, an automatic lever advance 

attached itself to the film cartridge. The film was then advanced by turning the lever, frame by 

frame, from the supply spool to the take-up spool. When the film roll was fully exposed, the 

camera was opened and the light-tight cartridge lifted out for development. 

The new cartridge had a new film size designation, no. 126, which took pictures 1-inch 

square or 26mm. by 26mm. in a choice of four film emulsions, one the black-and-white 

Verichrome Pan, the other three in the new, faster X-class color films rated at 64 ASA—

Kodachrome, Ektachrome, and Kodacolor. Two of the films held 12 exposures, the others 20 

each. 

The announcement of the new cartridge had competitive repercussions in Germany, where 

Agfa, the second largest photographic manufacturing concern in the world, reported having 

taken steps toward the manufacture and international distribution of a simplified film-loading 

system using regular 35mm. film and yielding the conventional miniature picture size—1 x 1½ 

inches. The film would not need to be rewound into the original magazine, as in current 

practice. Other West German camera makers were attempting to standardize the new film 

load in cameras to be manufactured in 1964. 

Novel camera designs and trends were leading features of the international Photokina trade 

show held in Cologne, Germany, in March. A startling innovation was a rangefinder Canon 

35mm. camera that automatically focused the subject and set the exposure. The focusing 

mechanism was contained in a lens positioned on the camera alongside the picture-taking 

lens. 

Reflex camera mirror mechanisms that departed sharply from the familiar design pattern were 

demonstrated in two new 35mm. cameras. One was the new Topcon RE Super, which had a 

cadmium sulfide photocell built into the mirror for exposure reading directly through the lens. 

The principal advantage was that the camera's "reading" of the exposure was dependent only 

on the amount of light entering the lens in use; hence, a telephoto lens, with its relatively 

narrower angle compared with that of the normal lens, would admit light only from the subject 

area covered. The conventional built-in meter encompasses a broader area, and its reading 

remains the same regardless of the lens used. In the other camera, the new Konica Domirex, 

a prism mounted between the lens elements operated as the reflex mirror, eliminating the 

need for the conventional moving mirror. The prism acted as a beam splitter that fed a portion 

of the light to the eyepiece, the rest to the film. 



The trend toward serious acceptance of the subminiature (16mm. and smaller) and half frame 

(half of the 35mm. negative format) appeared unmistakable at the Cologne trade show. One 

of the latest additions came from a surprising source, the makers of the Rolleiflex cameras. 

The camera was the Rollei 16 pocket camera, which used 16mm. single-perforated film for 

pictures 12x17mm. Exposure was automatically set for the most suitable combination of 

aperture and speed in any given lighting situation. Wide-angle and telephoto lens systems 

were expected on the market later. 

The Olympus Pen F reflex added advanced touches to the half-frame field by introducing lens 

interchangeability, a 50mm.-90mm. zoom lens, and a novel mirror mechanism. Instead of 

swinging from the top down in the normal reflex manner, the mirror traveled horizontally. 

The rapidly growing list of both these small sizes suggested the possibility, in some quarters, 

that they might eventually be found good enough to do the work of 35mm. cameras and push 

the latter out of favor. Supporters of this view noted design improvements in the field, better 

performance in the lenses supplied for the cameras, improvement in film emulsions and 

developers, and of course the fact that the cameras were small enough to be carried about 

and used unobtrusively. Already, the cameras are being used as a "second camera" in case 

the regularly used camera breaks down, runs out of film, or is not at hand when wanted. Also, 

the small camera was seen as being useful for black-and-white film when the regular camera 

was loaded for color, or vice versa. 

Japanese and American manufacturers joined forces to produce the Koni/Omega Rapid, a 

rangefinder-type camera that takes ten 2¼x2¾-inch pictures on 120 roll film. The format was 

designed to fit the proportions of the 4x5 or 8x10 print without cropping. The camera, which 

was to be made in Japan by the Konishiroku Photo Industry and distributed in the United 

States by Simmon Brothers of New York City, was the updated version of a camera first 

introduced by Simmon a number of years ago. Among the details are an interchangeable film 

back, permitting the photographer to carry preloaded extra backs; two interchangeable 

lenses; a coupled range-viewfinder; three accessory shoes; and a push-pull lever for 

advancing the film and cocking the shutter. 

To meet the demand of many years for interchangeable lenses on their Rolleiflex twin-lens 

reflex cameras, the German manufacturers introduced telephoto and wide-angle dual lens 

systems for the cameras. The new products were the Rollei Mutars, which after adaptation fit 

any Rollei with double bayonet lenses. When mounted over the camera's regular 75mm. 

lenses, the focal lengths were 52mm. for the wide angle and 120mm. for the telephoto. 

The Nikonos, a 35mm. camera designed for operation under water without a protective 

housing, was shown at one of the trade shows by the makers of the Nikon line of cameras. 

The camera was made safe from water damage by rubber rings around the lens mount and 

camera body. An optically flat glass covered the lens front as an extra precaution. The camera 

controls were of course operated externally. A single-stroke film advance lever was swung out 



to advance the film, then automatically returned to the starting position, where it also served 

as the shutter release. 

Another interesting Nikon product was the Nikkorex 35mm. zoom reflex camera, the first of its 

type to take a zoom lens. The lens was fixed. 

Another first was scored by Zeiss with the Contaflex Super B, the first single-lens reflex 

camera to incorporate full-flash automation. The photographer first set the camera for the 

correct guide number of the film in use, then focused. The correct diaphragm opening was set 

automatically. 

Mild indications that the 2¼x2¼ single-lens reflex design might be making some progress 

were seen in the introduction of cameras in this class by Kilfitt, a German lens manufacturer, 

and by Plaubel, a Munich camera manufacturer, who showed prototypes of two models. 

Neither was expected to reach the United States for some time, however. Several cameras of 

this type have been on the market for some time, and it is believed that enough preference for 

this size as against the popular 35mm. size exists to justify designing such cameras and 

placing them on the American market. 

Minneapolis-Honeywell set a possible trend in camera focusing devices by incorporating a 

micrograin focusing grid in its latest model of the 35mm. Pentax single-lens reflex camera. 

The subject image came into sharp focus when the grid lines disappeared during the focusing 

adjustment by the operator. Similar devices were being adapted by other manufacturers of 

reflex cameras. 

Film Developing. 

News in the general color field was topped by the introduction of the Kodak Color Processor, a 

drum-type device for making color prints in 7 minutes, 40 seconds. Although costing $1,250 

and intended for the small studio or photofinisher, it seemed reasonable to expect that the 

device might be scaled down in design and price to appeal to advanced amateurs. 

Five solutions of eight ounces each were used at the temperature of 100 degrees Fahrenheit 

to process a 16x20-inch print or its equivalent in smaller sizes. To make another 16x20 print 

or equivalent, fresh solutions were used. The machine was designed for making Ektacolor 

prints and for processing in the new-type Kodak CP-5 color printing chemicals. 

A unique printing surface, Argenta Photo Linen, which is actually fabric coated with an 

emulsion for enlarging use, was imported from Germany and was gaining in favor. A dramatic 

use of the material was made in an IBM Arts and Sciences exhibit in New York City on the 

theme of Leonardo da Vinci's achievements. The cloth, after suitable development and fixing 

in conventional solutions, could be washed and wrung like ordinary cloth, hung up to dry, and 



ironed to smooth it out. The sensitized cloth could be obtained in regular paper sizes, and in 

various widths and lengths for mural use. It could also be toned to add color. 

New Color Films. 

Led by a 200-ASA color emulsion, the fastest on the market, Ansco of Binghamton, N.Y., 

offered a group of four new Anscochrome color films in 20-exposure 35mm. magazines. In 

addition to the daylight 200-ASA film, which incidentally was the film used by astronaut L. 

Gordon Cooper during his 34-hour orbital flight, the other speeds were 100 in daylight and 

tungsten types and 50 in daylight. All were designed for processing by the user or commercial 

processor in 80-degree Fahrenheit solutions for quick results. 

Movie Cameras. 

A development of the year was the trend toward the designing and manufacturing of compact 

8mm. movie cameras which were of pocketable shape and could be easily handled. Most of 

these came from Japanese factories. Bell & Howell and Agfa of West Germany featured film 

magazines that could be preloaded with standard 8mm. roll film. In the case of Bell & Howell, 

the company marketed a group of cameras to take the cartridge, which was simply slipped 

into the camera. At the end of the 25-foot run on one side of the film, exposure stopped 

automatically. The camera was opened, the cartridge turned over to expose the second side of 

the 50-foot roll, and the camera was closed again. The new cartridge had the combined 

advantages of magazine and roll film, one of which was that extra cartridges could be 

purchased to accommodate an additional supply of film of the same or different emulsions, 

such as daylight and tungsten color types or color and black-and-white. 

Exhibits and Galleries. 

The debut of the Brackett Clark Gallery at George Eastman House in Rochester, N.Y., was 

marked by an international photographic exhibition, "Photography 63," which emphasized 

work by photographers under 40 in this country and abroad. Consisting of an invitational and 

an open section, the exhibition was the joint effort of the New York State Exposition in 

Syracuse, N.Y., where the show was originally displayed earlier in the year, and the George 

Eastman House, the photography museum. Later it went on tour throughout the United 

States. The show had 286 framed photographs by 148 photographers, and in spite of its 

international character was predominantly American, with two thirds of the exhibitors 

representing this country. 

The photography department of the Museum of Modern Art, under Edward Steichen, now 

retired, and his successor, John Szarkowski, is a major exhibitor of photography. The museum 

closed December 1 for five months for extensive improvements, but when it reopens in the 

spring of 1964 it will offer greatly expanded facilities for exhibiting photographs and for other 



photographic activity. The reopening will mark the debut of the Edward Steichen Photography 

Center as a major division of the museum. 

The museum's last major show before the temporary closing was "The Photographer and the 

American Landscape," in which Mr. Szarkowski presented selected work by 19 key figures in 

the development of landscape photography in the United States. The earliest pictures on 

display were made in the 1860's, the latest in 1962. Although mostly black-and-white, some 

color was shown. 

Awards, Competitions, and Literature. 

The U.S. Camera Achievement Awards to honor outstanding individuals and companies for 

significant contributions to photography were revived by the publisher Tom Maloney after 

having been suspended for ten years. The presentations were made with appropriate 

ceremonies at the George Eastman House in Rochester, N.Y., to the following: Margaret 

Bourke-White, photographer and author; Melville Bell Grosvenor, president and editor of 

National Geographic Society; Dr. Edwin H. Land, president, Polaroid Corp.; Herbert R. Mayes, 

president, McCall Corp.; William R. McAndrew, executive vice-president, N.B.C. News; Dr. 

Henry Allen Moe, former chairman of the Guggenheim Foundation; Edward J. Steichen, 

photographer and past director of the Photography Department at the Museum of Modern Art 

(he received a similar award in 1945 and 1949); William S. Vaughn, president, Eastman Kodak 

Co.; and James E. Webb, administrator, National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 

Two attractive inducements for the general public to use color materials geared to specific 

goals were offered both to amateurs and professionals. Eastman Kodak announced an 

International Color Competition for color slides and color prints on the theme, "The World and 

Its People," the winning slides to be shown at the 1964-1965 New York World's Fair, and later 

"throughout the world as an example of photography's role as a universal language." 

The New York Botanical Garden asked for color slides on the subject of wildflowers native to 

this country. The selected slides were to be used to illustrate a five-volume set of books, each 

covering a different region of the United States. 

Although technical photographic literature of any importance was practically at a standstill 

during the year, there were a number of major additions that deserved notice. Among these 

were three autobiographies by recognized leaders in photography. They were A Life in 

Photography by Edward Steichen, Portrait of Myself by Margaret Bourke-White, and Self 

Portrait by Man Ray, whose history includes the art world as well as photography, for he is 

both a painter and a photographer. 

Photographic Literature, the first broadly inclusive bibliographic reference source in 

photography on an international scale, was a valuable contribution. The result of more than 30 

years of preparation under the editorship of Albert Boni, it had an author index of more than 



3,500 names and references starting with Leonardo da Vinci and coming down to the present 

decade. Sources dealt directly and indirectly with the general subject of photography and 

included foreign as well as English references. 

Among other valuable issues was a beautiful edition of A Vision of Paris, in which a large 

selection of photographs by Eugène Atget, often referred to as "the father of documentary 

photography," were captioned with quotations from Marcel Proust's Remembrance of Things 

Past. A movie short, Atget, using sequences of famous photographs and a spoken narrative 

from Proust, has been circulating in many art film theaters. 

Eliot Porter's color books, In Wildness is the Preservation of the World, with quotations from 

the writings of Henry David Thoreau, and The Place No One Knew: Glen Canyon on the 

Colorado, created wide notice on two counts: the color reproductions were as remarkably 

beautiful as Mr. Porter's photography, and the sales, in view of the relatively high price of $25 

each, were surprisingly good. The Thoreau book went through two editions of 10,000 copies 

each, and the other work was in its second 10,000-printing by November. Both books were 

published by the Sierra Club, an organization subsidized by private contributions and devoted 

to the preservation and appreciation of the nation's scenic resources. 
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